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Dear Educators,

The year 2020 will be an exciting time for all of us in the education domain, as 
we work to realise the government’s vision for an integrated K-12 model with 
outcome-based learner-centric classrooms.

Since its inception in 1930, *Frank Bros., has been known for pioneering 
innovation in learning. By understanding customers’ voiced and latent needs, 
and providing relevant content and training support, Frank has been able to 
create strong and lasting relationships with them.

In line with the proposed National Education Policy (NEP), that lays emphasis 
on language acuquistion, we are introducing two language series in 2019. 
English Rose, is a language series which includes a wide range of literacy 
texts to provide rich input for ESL learners. With learner-centred tasks, it 
blends structural and communicative approaches to maximise engagement in 
the classroom.

Suryakiran is a well-graded Hindi series for classes 1-8, and has been 
developed with the infusion of various activities and tasks that focus on 
Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing, to improve language skills of young 
learners.

To make the learning-teaching process further interactive and interesting, 
each of our offerings is accompanied by a rich suite of digital resources, that 
are embedded in the textbooks, for easy and effective use in the classroom 
and at home. 

We look forward to partnering with you and offering our unstinting support to 
make 2020–21 a successful academic year.

 

 
Rajesh Pasari 

Managing Director

*Frank Bros. is an imprint of Macmillan Education India



Macmillan Education has been advancing learning for over 175 years. Since 
the earliest days we have established ourselves as a world leading publisher, 
building strong partnerships with educators, innovating in pedagogy and 
digital content, and inspiring learners to achieve more. 

In classrooms around the world we know how transformative learning 
English can be, and we are passionate about providing students and 
their teachers with everything they need to succeed in education, in the 
workplace, and in life. We do this by:

•   Listening carefully to the needs 
of teachers and learners, 
translating this knowledge into 
insights that shape the future 
state of education

•  Developing highly relevant 
content and resources that make 
teaching rewarding and learning 
effective, ensuring measurable 
successful outcomes

•  Building lasting relationships 
with teachers and lecturers, 
providing guidance, support and 
inspiration on their professional 
development journey

•  Connecting teachers with the 
latest research, new pedagogies 
and world-class experts, sharing 
the best in global education and 
making it accessible locally

  As education adapts and 
changes at an ever-increasing 
pace, we will always be there 
– empowering the world’s 
teachers to inspire students 
on their lifelong journeys in 
education.

 Macmillan Education.  
   Advancing Learning

The Curious Flower is a metaphor for the way in which 
learning develops from the seeds of curiosity and 
imagination, and the role that educators play in spreading 
that knowledge to learners around the world.
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https://www.macmillaneducationeverywhere.com/

Macmillan Education Everywhere is a one-
stop website for your digital learning content. 

Each book is accompanied by a variety of 
well-researched digital learning resources for 
learners and teachers to make teaching and 
learning effective. These can be downloaded 
from the MEE website.

 For both Learners and Teachers: Along 
with an integrated e-book, a collection of 
animations, infographics, interactive 
activities, listening-speaking activities 
and other subject-specific digital learning 
resources can be accessed using the token 
given on the inside back cover of the Reader.

 For Teachers only: In addition to the above, 
the digital learning resources exclusively 
available for teachers comprise Learn More, 
Cruise Time, writing tasks, lesson plans, 
additional grammar teaching material, 
worksheets and an easy-to-use test 
generator.

Macmillan Education Everywhere (MEE)

Click on  
'Create Account'

Login using your 
credentials

Register yourself on 
MEE* website

Click on ‘Add 
New Book’ to go 
to MEE* website

Download Macmillan Education 
eReader App from Google Play 
Store or iOS App Store

Enter the book token given on the 
inside back cover of the book

The bookshelf of the App will display 
the books that you have added

Click on the thumbnail of the books 
to access their digital learning 
resources

Click on any chapter from the table 
of contents to download the digital 
learning resources for that chapter

EASY-TO-USE APPS for 
TEACHERS and LEARNERS

New User Registered User

Nurtures Every Student’s Talent

Access Digital Learning Resources



Performance Tasks 
hands-on activities to check progress of students

Facts through Stories 
beautifully illustrated short stories to support 
learning objectives

Learn More 
snapshots of book-based concepts with examples

Math+ 
a maths compendium to stimulate critical thinking, 
quick computing and problem-solving skills

Awesome Animals 
informative and entertaining videos on animals, that 
focus on of biodiversity

The Making-of 
animated videos to foster creativity and 
promote lifelong learning

Projects 
foster thinking skills and science process skills

Worksheets 
practice sheets for revision

Euclideum 
a virtual learning tool, centred around geometry and 
interlinked with other branches of maths to provide a 
unique learning experience

Interactive Narratives 
discussions on contemporary issues

Write Well 
a comprehensive writing tool with formats, samples and 
graded activities to develop writing skills

Map Activity 
develops spatial skills

E-book 
a one-stop connect to the print and digital resources

eBytes 
an app which lets you select thematic topics and flip 
through short, crisp and fascinating ‘fact bytes’

Case Study 
for contextualised learning

My Earth Songs 
a collection of 27 songs based on United Nation’s 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), by Ricky Kej, 
Grammy® Award Winning Composer and Conservationist

Experiments 
promotes laboratory skills

Spell Marks 
spelling and punctuation games to improve 
vocabulary and writing

Magnificent Monuments 
develop pride in our rich cultural heritage

My Reading Shelf 
interesting stories and activities to promote reading habits

Mind Maps 
aid visual learning

Colouring app 
to promote creative skills

English Expressions 
flash cards and activities on phrasal verbs, phrases,  
idioms and proverbs to promote language proficiency

Yearly Academic Calendar 
micro lesson plans to aid teaching

Maths Journal
interesting activities to enable students 
reflect on their learning

Digital Learning Resources

Grammar for Reference 
extended teaching material for the grammar topics in 
the Readers

Writing Task 
formats, samples and graded exercises to develop 
writing skills

About the Author 
short videos and infographics about famous authors 

Animations  

animated texts and poems to encourage appreciation 
of texts

Interactive Activities 
checkpoints to assess students’ learning

Listening and Speaking 
interactive activities for the ‘Listening’ and 
‘Speaking’ exercises

Cruise Time 
complete lesson plans on select poems and texts to 
enhance teaching
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Primary & Middle

NEW
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Joy of Mathematics

Joy of Mathematics is designed and developed as per the National 
Curriculum Framework, 2005. The series follows an interdisciplinary 
approach and provides an exciting and engaging learning platform to 
students.

 » Integrated approach for cross-curricular learning 

 » Topics are covered in a graded and concentric manner to build upon previous 
knowledge 

 » Revision through well planned exercises

 » Let’s Revise in Classes 1-5, recapitulates previous knowledge of concepts

 » Mental Maths  capsules help students to carry out quick calculations

 » Challenge questions encourage students to think out-of-the box

 » Maths Lab Activities and Projects internalise learning through  
hands-on activities

 » Fun Maths/Maths Games reinforces the concepts taught in a fun way

 » Maths Around Us helps students apply mathematical concepts in  
real-life situations 

 » Highlights provide summary of the lesson for easy recapitulation

 » Worksheets to reinforce the concepts learnt

 » Enrichment Time provides deeper insights into the concept under study

 » Practice Papers aid in comprehensive evaluation.

MoreMaths is a diagnostic question bank for classes 4–10 with over 10,000 
questions. It evaluates a student’s learning and suggests remedial measures 
to fill up the learning gaps. It is aptly supported by multimedia to  
enhance learning.

http://moremaths.macmillaneducation.in

Classes 0 to 8
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e-book

Math+

Animations

Common Errors

Grid gameMaths Solutions Concept and Activity Videos

Worksheets

Test Generator

Math Marvels Maths Zone

Yearly Academic Calendar 
(micro lesson plans)

Famous Mathematicians Augtraveler

For both teachers and students                                                                   Only for teachers 

ISBN Course book-ICSE Price

9789350374108 Book 0 210.00

9789386853011 Book 1 280.00 

9789386853028 Book 2 320.00 

9789386853035 Book 3 360.00 

9789386853042 Book 4 400.00 

9789386853059 Book 5 410.00 

9789386853066 Book 6 410.00 

9789386853073 Book 7 415.00 

9789386853080 Book 8 415.00 

Workbook

9789350374320 Practice Exercises 0 135.00

9789350374337 Practice Exercises 1 160.00 

9789350374344 Practice Exercises 2 170.00 

9789350374351 Practice Exercises 3 185.00 

9789350374368 Practice Exercises 4 185.00 

9789350374375 Practice Exercises 5 185.00 

9789350376171 Workbook 6 205.00

9789350376188 Workbook 7 205.00

9789350376195 Workbook  8 205.00

Course book-CBSE/State Board

9789387000711 Book 1 280.00 

9789387000728 Book 2 320.00 

9789387000735 Book 3 360.00 

9789387000742 Book 4 400.00 

9789387000759 Book 5 410.00 

9789387000766 Book 6 410.00 

9789387000773 Book 7 415.00 

9789387000780 Book 8 415.00 
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Frank Primary Maths

Frank Primary Maths covers the syllabi for schools affiliated to all 
educational boards.

Aims at developing skills such as analysis, problem-solving, critical 
thinking, and decision-making

 » Replay recapitulates the concepts learnt in the previous class

 » Link to Life contains questions that impart values and life skills

 » Math Lab Ideas, Creative Corner, and Time to Play build concepts 
through simple activities and interesting games

 » Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) questions enhance problem-solving 
abilities of students

 » Math Minute helps students to recall and practice concepts quickly

 » Teacher’s Tip includes helpful suggestions for teachers

 » Enhance expands the concept under study and deepens its understanding

 » World and Maths relates the subject to real-life facts

 » Revision Capsule assesses students’ grasp of concepts.

MoreMaths is a diagnostic question bank for classes 4–10 with over 10,000 
questions. It evaluates a student’s learning and suggests remedial measures 
to fill up the learning gaps. It is aptly supported by multimedia to enhance 
learning.

http://moremaths.macmillaneducation.in
With
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e-book Animations VideoInteractive Activity

Weblink

For both teachers and students                                                                                                              Only for teachers 

Worksheets Test GeneratorSlide shows

ISBN Level Price

9789350376959 Book 1  345.00 

9789350376966 Book 2  380.00 

9789350376973 Book 3  410.00 

9789350376980 Book 4  435.00 

9789350376997 Book 5  460.00 

Classes 1 to 5
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Exercises in Mental Arithmetic

Fun with Mental Mathematics

Suitable for schools affiliated to all educational boards and is 
designed to enhance problem-solving abilities of students.

The series is suitable for schools affiliated to all educational boards.

 » Sharpens mathematical skills and enhances quick thinking  
and accuracy

 » Worksheet based format. 

 » In Focus gives an overview of the unit to stimulate interest  
in students

 » Let Us Remember presents the unit’s terminology, formulae,  
and objectives

 » Riddles aims to develope problem-solving skills

 » Do You Know provides extra insights into the concept covered

 » Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) problems allow the students to 
go beyond the basics

 » Fun Time engages the students in the learning process through a 
range of games, crossword/riddles, and puzzles

 » Word Problems offer insights into the different areas where 
mathematics is applied

 » Objective Assignment presents material that serves as a 
comprehensive evaluation of a unit

 » Assessments evaluate the abilities of the students to comprehend the 
concepts taught.

Classes 1 to 5
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Classes 1 to 8
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ISBN Level Price

9789386811967 Book 1  110.00 

9789386811974 Book 2  110.00 

9789386811981 Book 3  125.00 

9789386811998 Book 4  125.00 

9789386853004 Book 5  125.00 

ISBN Level Price

9789350377185 Book 1  180.00 

9789350377192 Book 2  180.00 

9789350377208 Book 3  200.00 

9789350377215 Book 4  200.00 

9789350377222 Book 5  200.00 

9789350377239 Book 6  210.00 

9789350377246 Book 7  210.00 

9789350377253 Book 8  210.00 
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Frank Science
Classes 3 to 5

Teacher’s Resource Pack: A range 
of teacher resources for each class, 
both print and digital, for effective 

classroom transaction and additional 
instructional ideas
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Frank Science is written in accordance with the guidelines of the 
National curriculum Framework, 2005. The books follow a thematic 
and multi-disciplinary approach focussing on  development of 
scientific temper.

 » Connect: Interesting activities at the start of the lessons to generate 
curiosity

 » Science Buzz: Additional interesting information to make learning 
enjoyable

 » Case Study: An in-depth description or analysis of an individual or a 
group to stimulate new research/initiative

 » Eco-Soldier: To sensitise the students towards environmental issues
 » Science Speak: An innovative section to develop observation, 

communication and critical thinking skills
 » Sciencetoon: A novel usage of cartoons to enable students understand 

not only what they learn but also how this learning is relevant in their 
lives

 » Myth or Fact: Myths explained to promote rational thinking
 » My Question Time: A Q&A section to promote questioning and 

discussion skills among students
 » Sci-Vocab: Definitions and meanings of some important terms for easy 

recapitulation
 » Activities/ Experiments: Hands-on activities/tasks from everyday 

materials to promote science process skills
 » Projects: Simple but engaging  tasks to promote inquiry and encourage 

self-directed learning through the use of multiple learning techniques
 » Check Your Progress/Evaluation/Test Papers: A wide variety of pen-

and-paper and picture-based questions to reinforce learning
 » Test Papers: Questions for comprehensive assessment
 » Challenge Questions: Higher order questions to hone problem-solving, 

critical-thinking and analytical abilities 
 » Recap: A summary of the lesson in the form of a mind map to build 

connections 
 » Integrate: Tasks to make meaningful linkages within and across various 

subject areas
 » Life Skills: Questions and activities to develop various life skills.

e-book

Games

Colour and Shape Games

Experiments

Animations

Science Speak

Picture Study

Projects

Toys from Trash

Pictionary

Grid Game

Awesome Animal

For both teachers and students                                 Only for teachers 

WorksheetsTest Generator

Vocab Game

Slide shows

Yearly Academic Calendar (micro lesson plans)

ISBN Course book-ICSE Price

9789386853110 Book 3  400.00 

9789386853127 Book 4  420.00 

9789386853318 Book 5  420.00 

ISBN Course book-
CBSE/State Board Price

9789387000681 Book 3 400.00

9789387000698 Book 4 420.00

9789387000704 Book 5 420.00
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Science is an inspiring process of discovery that helps satisfy the natural 
curiosity with which we are all born and hence the series-Experience 
Science. The series comprises course-books, teachers’ resources and 
digital resources. The series conforms fully to the National Curriculum 
Framework 2005 Guidelines.

Frank Experience Science

 » A precise explanation of scientific concepts in simple and lucid language, 
supported by tables, illustrations and photographs

 »  It’s Interesting!: Fascinating snippets for extended learning
 » Get it Right!: Addressing misconceptions for effective assimilation  

of  knowledge
 » Activity/On Our Own: Enquiry-based activities and experiments to develop 

scientific literacy
 » Great Scientists: Insights into the achievements of famous scientists to 

generate curiosity
 » Higher Order Thinking Skills Questions– to foster critical-thinking and 

problem-solving skills
 » Values and Life Skills: Tasks and activities to inculcate values and life skills
 » Checkpoint/Exercises/Worksheets/Test Papers– questions to assess the 

progress and depth of learning
 » Integration: Interdisciplinary projects and research work.
 » Eco-warrior: Case studies about individuals and organisations and linked to the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the UN to help develop insights into 
issues around the world and  take collaborative action 

 » Question Bank:  A repository of questions to practice for competitive 
examinations

 » Healthy Me!:  A two-page spread from Food Safety and Standards Authority of 
India (FSSAI)  manual to act as a guide and inculcate wholesome food habits for 
better health

 » My Earth Songs: Booklets with lyrics of SDG-linked songs composed by Grammy 
Award winning Composer and Conversation, Ricky Kej

 » Teacher’s Manual with lesson plans, worksheets and answer keys

Classes 1 to 8
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Special Features 1 to 5:
 » We Will Learn About: Learning 

objectives to help focus on the 
learning aims of the lesson

 » Take-off: Interactive lesson-opening 
tasks to generate a desire for 
learning

 » Teacher’s Tip: Helpful suggestions 
for teachers to act as innovative 
teaching guidelines

 » Words to Learn: Meanings and 
definitions of important scientific 
words as a ready reckoner  

 » Touch Down: Graphical 
representations of important 
concepts to make meaningful 
connections

 » Fun Time: Activities and tasks to 
make learning enjoyable

Special Features 6 to 8 
 » Learning Objectives to help focus 

on the learning aims of the lesson
 » Warm-up: Interactive lesson-

opening tasks to generate a desire 
for learning  

 » Science Vocabulary/Meanings of 
difficult English words: Definitions 
of important scientific words as a 
ready reckoner and develop essential 
word power   

 » Recall: A brief summary of the 
important points of the lesson for 
easy recapitulation 

 » Science and Technology: Snippets 
to ignite a spark of interest leading 
to innovation

Interactivity

Games Awesome Animals

Worksheets Test Generator

Making-of

Facts through Stories

e-book Animations

Experiments

Projects Studies eBytes Lesson Plans

For both teachers and students                   Only for teachers

ISBN Level Price

9789388175449 Book 1  300.00 

9789388175456 Book 2  340.00 

9789388175463 Book 3  380.00 

9789388175470 Book 4  385.00 

9789388175487 Book 5  390.00 

9789388175494 Book 6  465.00 

9789388175500 Book 7  475.00 

9789388175517 Book 8  485.00 

11
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Frank Everyday Science

Frank Everyday Science follows a pedagogy that is hands-on and 
inquiry-based. Lessons have been planned so as to integrate knowledge 
from all spheres of life and link to a student’s everyday experience.

 » Learning objectives is a ready reckoner of topics explained in  
the lesson 

 » Quiz time reinforces knowledge and checks comprehension 

 » Activities encourage experiential learning 

 » Let’s summarise is a list of key concepts for quick recapitulation 

 » Words to note defines important terms for immediate comprehension 

 » Let’s revise has assessment questions, including Very short answer 
type questions, Short answer type questions, Long answer type 
questions, HOTS, Value-based questions, Projects, Activities, Life skills, 
and Problem Solving Assessment (PSA) 

 » Unit Test Papers and Model Test Papers  included in each semester 
for overall assessment of the students 

 » Do you Know? is additional information that satiates the thirst  
for knowledge 

 » Beacons of Science highlighting the achievements of some  
great scientists

 » Teacher’s tip makes the teaching-learning process exciting 

 » Teachers’ Manual to facilitate teaching.

Classes 6 to 8
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e-book GamesAnimations

Fascinating facts

Picture Study

Pictionary

Spell XploreProjects Studies

Connect With Scientists

Step-By-Step Drawings

For both teachers and students                                   Only for teachers 

Worksheets

Test Generator

Experiments

Slide showsLesson Plans

Videos

Grid Game

ISBN Course book Price

9789350378113 Book 6  500.00 

9789350378120 Book 7  510.00 

9789350378137 Book 8  520.00 

Workbook

9789350375563 Workbook 6 160.00

9789350375570 Workbook 7 165.00

9789350375587 Workbook  8 180.00
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Classes 6 to 8
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As per the new CISCE Curriculum

Frank New Certificate 
Physics/Chemistry/Biology

This series is written in accordance with the curriculum prescribed 
by the Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations 
(CISCE). The books follow a disciplinary approach with a balanced 
focus on the six domains of teaching and learning science – 
concept, process, creativity, attitude, application and world view

 » Connect Warm-up activities to generate interest in the topic

 » Eco-soldier to sensitise students towards environmental issues                                                                                                        

 » Life skills to hone various life skills  

 » Integrate to make meaningful linkages within and across various subject 
areas                                                                       

 » Case Study to make learning not only theoretical but expose students to 
practical solutions to some real-life problems                                                                              

 » Science and Scientist to acquaint students with the life and works of some 
great scientists                

 » Myth or Fact to address some commonly held misconceptions  
in science                                                                   

 » My Question Time to develop the ability to question and find answers                                                                                      

 » Science Speak to develop observation, communication and critical thinking 
skills               

 » Scientific Dictionary list of important words to enhance scientific 
vocabulary

e-book GamesAnimations

Augtraveler

Toys from Trash ProjectsGrid Game

Chem EQ Game

For both teachers and students                                  Only for teachers 

Worksheets Test Generator

Experiments

Slide shows Lesson Plans

ISBN Course book Price

9789350374406 Biology Book 6 325.00 

9789350374413 Biology Book 7 375.00 

9789350374420 Biology Book 8 390.00 

9789350374376 Chemistry Book 6 300.00 

9789350374383 Chemistry Book 7 310.00 

9789350374390 Chemistry Book 8 325.00 

9789350374345 Physics Book 6 310.00 

9789350374352 Physics Book 7 385.00 

9789350374369 Physics Book 8 400.00

Workbook

9789350374499 Biology Book 6 115.00 

9789350374505 Biology Book 7 120.00 

9789350374512 Biology Book 8 125.00

9789350374468 Chemistry Book 6 115.00 

9789350374475 Chemistry Book 7 120.00 

9789350374482 Chemistry Book 8 125.00 

9789350374437 Physics Book 6 130.00 

9789350374444 Physics Book 7 140.00 

9789350374451 Physics Book 8 155.00 
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Classes 1 to 5

Frank Primary Science

The books are written in a simple and easy to understand manner to 
meet the requirements of students at primary level.

 » Accurate and realistic illustrations and photographs for the students to 
relate to their immediate surroundings

 » Fact file for additional and interesting information

 » Checkpoint for self-assessment and revision of the topics learnt

 » Recall to recapitulate the major concepts dealt with in the lesson

 » Science word pile to familiarise students with science vocabulary

 » Objective, subjective, and Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) 
questions to enhance thinking and reasoning skills

 » Value-based questions to develop life skills and imbibe values

 » Know your scientist to highlight achievements of scientists

 » Fun time, additional activities, and projects to encourage learning 
by doing

 » Recap for comprehensive revision

 » Inventions by chance! to acquaint students about great inventions 
made by accident or simple observations

 » Science is fun! includes hands-on activities and experiments

 » My Green page to create environmental awareness

 » Posters on wellness highlighting benefits of yoga as a way of life 

 » A comprehensive Teachers’ Manual to facilitate teaching.
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e-book GamesAnimations Fascinating facts

For both teachers and students                                Only for teachers 

Worksheets Test GeneratorSlide shows Lesson Plans

Videos

ISBN Level Price

9789350378069 Book 1  315.00 

9789350378076 Book 2  350.00 

9789350378083 Book 3  415.00 

9789350378090 Book 4  435.00 

9789350378106 Book 5  435.00 
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 » Simple language and point-wise presentation of facts to facilitate quick 
retention and recall

 » Child-friendly layout with attractive Illustrations/photographs and 
accurate maps augment the content

 » Let’s Vision It at the beginning of each lesson creates a meaningful 
context for the concepts dealt with in the chapter.

 » Learning objectives for every lesson provide clearly defined and grade-
level appropriate objectives

 » Skill Focus activities for developing critical thinking skills, such as 
information gathering, remembering, focusing, organising, analysing 
and evaluating.

 » I Do I understand are a range of varied text-based tasks and activities 
to help students practice and revisit new concepts

 » Fun Activities are hands-on activities related to real-life experiences 
and contexts of the students

 » Word Builder is a ready reference of key terms and their meanings

 » Did You Know provides interesting facts and trivia on the target 
concept

 » I Have Learnt summarises the key points of the lesson for 
recapitulation

 » Test Papers in Books 3 to 8 for revision

 » 'My Earth Songs' by Ricky Kej, Grammy Award Winning Composer and 
Art cards based on the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) to sensitise students on environmental conservation

 » Picture Connect – powerful visual and illustrations at the beginning of 
each lesson for effective teaching-learning

 » Comparative History and Politics – to provide wider perspective and 
understanding of two contemporary concepts, personalities and events.

Journey from Past to the Present is an integrated series of social 
studies textbooks that follows the guidelines of the National 
Curriculum Framework 2005. The themes of the series are drawn 
from various disciplines of social sciences, such as history, 
geography, political science and economics.

Journey–from the past to the present
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Classes 1 to 8

Sachin Speaks

TRANSFORMING INDIA FROM A SPORT-LOVING 
NATION TO A SPORT-PLAYING NATION

Comparative History & Politics

e-book

 Interactive Narratives

Animations Games

Mind Maps

Magnificent Monuments

For both teachers and students                                  Only for teachers 

Worksheets Test GeneratorCase Study

Map Activities

eBytes Lesson Plans

ISBN Level Price

9789388175005 Book 1  260.00 

9789388175012 Book 2  280.00 

9789388175029 Book 3  300.00 

9789388175036 Book 4  320.00 

9789388175043 Book 5  325.00 

9789388175050 Book 6  435.00 

9789388175067 Book 7  460.00 

9789388175074 Book 8  465.00 
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Classes 1 and 2

Frank Environmental Studies

Frank Environmental Studies is a child-centered series designed 
as per NCF, 2005.

The series follows a thematic approach covering the scope of 
Science and Social Studies in an integrated and infused manner. 
The focus is on learning about the environment, through the 
environment and for the environment as well as inculcating the 
dimensions of values, attitudes and life skills.

 » Key Concepts: A list of important concepts covered for teachers to plan 
the lesson

 » Connect: Interesting activities at the start of the lessons to generate 
curiosity

 » Amazing Isn’t It?: Fascinating facts and snippets to make learning 
enjoyable  

 » Activities/Projects: Hands-on activities using everyday materials to 
develop various process skills   

 » Check Your Progress/Evaluation/Test Papers: A wide variety of pen-
and-paper and picture-based questions to reinforce learning

 » Challenge Questions: Higher order questions to hone problem-solving, 
critical-thinking and analytical abilities 

 » Recap: A summary of the lesson in the form of a mind map to build 
connections

 » Integrate: Tasks to make meaningful linkages within and across various 
subject areas

 » Life Skills/Eco-Soldier: Questions and activities to develop a sense of 
responsibility towards oneself and others, respect diversity and exhibit 
sensitivity towards environmental issues

 » Teacher’s Note: Tips for teachers to facilitate learning 

 » Glossary: A list of important terms as a ready reckoner

 » Poster: on safety

 » Teacher’s Resource Pack: A range of teacher resources for each 
class, both print and digital, for effective classroom transaction and 
additional instructional ideas

With
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e-book

Games

Origami Activities

Yoga Poster

Animations

Colour and Shape Games

Toys from Trash

Pictionary

SongsAwesome Animal

For both teachers and students                                                                   Only for teachers 

Worksheets Test Generator Slide shows

Yearly Academic Calendar (micro lesson plans)

Picture Study

ISBN Course book-ICSE Price

9789386853097 Book 1  275.00 

9789386853103 Book 2  300.00 

ISBN Course book-
CBSE/State Board Price

9789387000667 Book 1  275.00 

9789387000674 Book 2  300.00 
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Frank Modern School Atlas
 » Frank Modern School Atlas fulfils key requirements of Geography and 

History for all school curricula

 » Includes wide range of detailed and accurate physical, political and 
thematic world and continent maps with demographic categorisation

Classes 3 to 5

Frank Primary Social Studies

Frank Primary Social Studies is based on NCF, 2005. The books have 
been developed to provide meaningful learning opportunities covering 
a wide range of content, drawn from the disciplines of History, Civics 
and Geography.

 » Taking Off: An interactive activity to start the lesson to generate curiosity
 » Content: Age-appropriate content in simple and lucid language supported 

with realistic photographs and easy-to-read maps 
 » Game Card: Stimulating games mapped to the content 
 » Think and Answer/Discuss: Questions to hone critical-thinking, reasoning, 

analysing and communication skills   
 » Did You Know?: Additional interesting facts to encourage active learning 
 » Do-and-Learn: Practical and hands-on activities, projects, tasks and field 

trips to develop independent research 
 » Vocabulary/Important Terms: A list of difficult as well as important terms 

as a ready reckoner
 » Recap: A summary of the lesson in the form of a mind map to build 

connections
 » Evaluation/Test Papers: A wide variety of questions including objective- 

and subjective-type questions to assess learning 
 » Integration: Curricular links with other subjects such as languages, 

science, mathematics, arts education and technology to make meaningful 
linkages within and across various subject areas

 » Life Skills: Tasks addressing concerns related to human values, national 
issues, equality and justice

 » Maps for Practice: Additional maps for practice
 » Teacher’s Resource Pack: A range of teacher resources for each class, 

both print and digital, for effective classroom transaction and additional 
instructional ideas.

With
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e-book Map Activity Picture StudyAnimations Mind Map

For both teachers and students                                Only for teachers 

WorksheetsSlide showsYearly Academic Calendar (micro lesson plans) Test Generator

ISBN Level Price

9789350378977 Frank Modern School Atlas 325.00

ISBN Level Price

9789386853134 Book 3 290.00

9789386853141 Book 4 305.00

9789386853325 Book 5 315.00
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Classes 3 to 5

Classes 3 to 5

Frank Primary History and Civics

Frank Primary Geography

The books are written in a simple and easy to understand manner to meet 
the requirements of students at Primary Level

The books in the series are written in a simple and easy to 
understand manner to meet the requirements of students at the 
primary level

 » Based on intensive inquiry-based learning 

 » The series includes features such as Taking Off; Then and Now; 
Picture Study; Do it Yourself; Did You Know; Find Out, etc.

 » Develops key concepts and spatial skills, such as locating cities, 
countries, rivers, mountain ranges, seas, etc., through Geography  
Skill builder maps

 » Content is built around activity based hands-on learning through 
activities such as Knowledge Box, Curiosity Corner, Learn by Doing

Interactive Activity Map Activity Picture StudyAnimations

For both teachers and students                                Only for teachers 

Interactive e-bookWorksheets Slide showsLesson Plans Test Generator

Interactive Activity Map Activity Picture StudyAnimations

For both teachers and students                                Only for teachers 

Interactive e-bookWorksheets Slide showsLesson Plans Test Generator
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ISBN Level Price

9789350376898 Book 3  230.00 

9789350376904 Book 4  235.00 

9789350376911 Book 5  255.00 

ISBN Level Price

9789350377437 Book 3  255.00 

9789350377444 Book 4  275.00 

9789350377451 Book 5  285.00 
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Classes 6 to 8

Frank Modern Certificate History & Civics

Frank Modern Certificate History and Civics has been written 
strictly according to the latest curriculum released by the Council 
for the Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE). The series, 
based on interdisciplinary approach, provides a solid foundation in 
history and civics.  The books include a wide range of transactional 
processes such as classroom discussions, case studies, field visits, 
hands-on experiences, and model making.

 » Introductory snapshot: Theme-based related pictures as chapter 
opening pages 

 » Connecting Past with Present: Contemporary examples on events/
developments from the past and their relevance today.

 » Analysing Primary Sources: A special section to foster inquiry 
-based learning 

 » Comparative History: A tool to study and compare the uniqueness 
and commonalities of important historical developments.

 » A Historian Speaks: A case study in each book on architecture and 
town planning by a historian, Shashank Shekhar Sinha.

 » Timelines: A chronology of events as a ready reference

 » Mind Maps: Flow charts of key concepts for easy retention and 
understanding

 » Teacher’s Resource Packs: Lesson plans including strategies, 
worksheets, answers to end of lesson tasks to aid teaching

As per the new CISCE Curriculum

With
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Augtraveler (a transdisciplinary project)

e-book

Map Activity

Animations Mind Map

Case Study 

Magnificent Monuments

For both teachers and students                                   Only for teachers 

Worksheets Test GeneratorComparative History and Politics

Slide shows

Lesson Plans

ISBN Level Price

9789386811271 Book 6 340.00

9789386811288 Book 7 380.00

9789386811295 Book 8 390.00
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Classes 6 to 8

The textbooks in the series are suitable for schools affiliated to CBSE 
and other State Boards of Education.

 » Each book in this series is divided into three sections–History, 
Geography, and Social and Political Life

 » Includes interesting case studies and narratives to facilitate 
experiential learning

Frank Fundamentals of Social Science

With
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Classes 1 to 5

The books in the series are suitable for schools affiliated to CBSE 
and other State Boards of Education

 » Adopts a multi-disciplinary approach, drawing topics from different 
branches of Social Studies such as Geography, History and Civics

Frank Social Studies
An Environmental Approach

Interactive Activity Map Activity Picture StudyAnimations

For both teachers and students                                Only for teachers 

Interactive e-bookWorksheets Slide showsLesson Plans Test Generator
ISBN Level Price

9789350377543 Book 6  500.00 

9789350377550 Book 7  535.00 

9789350377567 Book 8  570.00 

ISBN Level Price

9789350371602 Book 1 270.00

9789350371619 Book 2 270.00

9789350371626 Book 3 290.00

9789350371633 Book 4 330.00

9789350371640 Book 5 360.00
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Classes 6 to 8

Frank Middle School Geography has been written strictly 
according to the latest curriculum released by the Council for the 
Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE). The series focuses 
on developing geographical skills that enable children to make 
informed judgements at local, national and international levels. The 
books bring to the fore the influence of geographical phenomenon in 
terms of changes in temperature, climate and weather, availability 
of resources and material, and their impact in our daily lives.

 » Introductory snapshot: Theme-based related pictures as chapter 
opening pages

 » Case studies to correlate geography of a place and the lives of people

 » Geography Skill builder:  Accurate full colour thematic maps as 
outlined in the curriculum to help students interpret maps and learn  
their importance

 » Curiosity Corner: Activities/tasks to foster inquiry-based learning

 » Values and Life Skills: Activities/tasks infused into the chapters for 
effective integration

 » Knowledge Box: Additional interesting information for broader 
understanding of the subject

 » Mind Maps: Flow charts of key concepts and interrelated themes for 
easy retention

 » Teacher’s Resource Packs: Lesson plans including strategies, 
worksheets, answers to end of lesson tasks to aid teaching

Frank Middle School Geography

As per the new CISCE Curriculum

With
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Augtraveler (a transdisciplinary project)e-book

Step-By-Step Drawing

Map ActivityAnimations Mind Map

For both teachers and students                                Only for teachers 

Worksheets Test GeneratorSlide shows Lesson Plans

ISBN Course book Price

9789386811387 Book 6  340.00 

9789386811394 Book 7  360.00 

9789386811400 Book 8  400.00 

Workbook

9789387000087 Book 6  100.00 

9789387000094 Book 7  105.00 

9789387000100 Book 8  110.00 
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Classes 1 to 5

The series is suitable for schools affiliated to the Central and State 
Boards of School Education. It follows a holistic approach to school 
education through ‘Alternative to Homework’ to nurture a stress-free 
learning environment.

 » Let’s Dive In builds on the students’ prior experiences, knowledge  
and skills 

 » Think Tank (HOTS) questions challenge and support deep levels of 
thinking and application

 » Off the Hook gives interesting snippets of information 

 » Fish Out encourages the spirit of inquiry, which helps in developing 
problem-solving skills

 » Pair and Share develops social and conversational skills through 
discussions on the topic  

 » Active Fish are projects and activities that widen horizons of the 
students and encourage independent work 

 » Let’s Reel In are flowcharts that sum up the key points of the lessons 

 » Catchwords introduce new and difficult words for quick reference on 
the same page 

 » Wise Fish and Nice Fish are life skill and value-based questions that 
connect learning with real-life  

 » Free Eco Stickers with messages on environment conservation  

 » Free Poster on Wellness highlighting benefits of yoga as a way of life

 » Voyage, a dynamic app, for experiential learning. 

Planet First

With
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Digital content for students on:  
http://learningresources.macmillaneducation.in/

Interactive Activity

Voyage
3Voyage
3

Vocab App GamesVoyage

For both teachers and students                               Only for teachers 

Wonderful Me (for Class 1) Weblink e-book

Worksheets

Slide shows

Lesson Plans Test Generator Picture Study

Project Activities

ISBN Level Price

9789350377888 Book 1  245.00 

9789350377895 Book 2  285.00 

9789350377901 Book 3  385.00 

9789350377918 Book 4  390.00 

9789350377925 Book 5  400.00 
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Classes 1 to 8

English Rose

Workbook Teacher’s Manual

Reading Camp

English Rose blends structural and communicative approaches to 
language teaching, making it possible to maximise learner engagement. 
With a range of learner-centred tasks, the series has been designed to 
meet the needs of today’s learners.

 » Revision units at the beginning of books 1, 2 and 6 for a smooth 
transition between classes

 » Classical as well as contemporary texts with equal focus on Indian and 
non-Indian writers

 » Picture stories in books 1–5 and extracts from graphic versions of 
classics in books 6–8

 » Stimulating tasks that focus on the literary, linguistic and figurative 
aspects of poems

 » Pictorial grammar to teach the concepts with fun and engage  
learners actively

 » Graded and spiralling practice of dictionary skills, punctuation, spelling 
and pronunciation

 » Listening tasks for global and detailed understanding of texts

 » Theme-linked speaking tasks with peer-assessment

 » Writing supported with formats and samples for learners to write  
with confidence

 » Books 1–5 are accompanied by Reading Camp for reading pleasure

 » A Happiness Journal in books 1–8 to show young learners the path to 
self-awareness

 » Workbooks with a complete grammar focus

HILDA PEACOCK: Director, GEMS AKADEMIA International School, 
Kolkata

 SWARNA JOSHUA: Academic Dean, Amber Valley Residential School, 
Chikkamagaluru

For both teachers and students                                   Only for teachers 

e-book Animations

WorksheetsLearn More Lesson Plans

Listening and Speaking

Grammar for ReferenceMy Reading Shelf Writing Tasks

Interactive Activity

Cruise Time

Test Generator

ISBN Course book Price

9789389018073 Book 1  320.00 

9789389018080 Book 2  335.00 

9789389018097 Book 3  340.00 

9789389018103 Book 4  350.00 

9789389018110 Book 5  360.00 

9789389018127 Book 6  365.00 

9789389018134 Book 7  370.00 

9789389018141 Book 8  380.00 

Workbook

9789389018158 Book 1  175.00 

9789389018165 Book 2  180.00 

9789389018172 Book 3  185.00 

9789389018189 Book 4  185.00 

9789389018196 Book 5  190.00 

9789389018202 Book 6  195.00 

9789389018219 Book 7  195.00 

9789389018226 Book 8  200.00 

NEW
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Classes 1 to 8

The books in the series incorporate current practices for teaching 
the four key language skills through thoughtfully designed content 
and activities

 » Inclusion of reading selection from classical and contemporary 
literature

 » Inclusion of plays in every reader to expose students to language 
used in drama

 » Comprehensive coverage of grammar concepts through a blend of 
communicative and traditional approaches

 » Vocabulary tasks to build a storehouse of words

 » Listening and speaking activities in a wide range of task types, often 
based on real life situations

 » Pronunciation tasks with acceptable accents.

 » Spelling and punctuation activities for mastery over spelling  
and writing

 » Comprehensive and guided writing practice with formats  
and samples

 » A set of Workbooks and Teacher’s Manuals complete the learning 
package of New Bridges Plus.

New Bridges Plus

With
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Interactive Activity Rubrics VideoAudio

For both teachers and students                                Only for teachers 

Interactive e-bookWorksheets Slide showsLesson Plans Test Generator

ISBN Course book Price

9789386424334 Book 1  324.00 

9789386424341 Book 2  329.00 

9789386424358 Book 3  383.00 

9789386424365 Book 4  383.00 

9789386424372 Book 5  383.00 

9789386424389 Book 6  403.00 

9789386424396 Book 7  408.00 

9789386424402 Book 8  413.00 

Workbook

9789386424808 Book 1 200.00

9789386424815 Book 2 210.00

9789386424822 Book 3 207.00

9789386424839 Book 4 212.00

9789386424846 Book 5 215.00

9789386424853 Book 6 212.00

9789386424860 Book 7 233.00

9789386424877 Book 8 235.00
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Classes 0 to 8

Classes 3 to 8

 » Includes simple and clear explanation of grammar rules

 » Wide range of fun activities like word grids and puzzles

Suryakiran

Hindi Vyakran Evam Rachna
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Suryakiran is a well-graded series, suitable for all Boards of 
Examination. The series has been developed with the objective of 
improving language skills with the infusion of various activities and 
tasks that focus on Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing skills.

 » Every lesson is carefully mapped to the learning outcomes specified by  
NCERT’s Learning Indicators and Learning Outcomes of elementary  stage

 » The selections in each grade are well balanced, and takes into 
consideration the varied interests of learners

 » Lessons are graded from simple to complex, to facilitate the graded 
development of linguistic and communicative skills 

 » Highly-graded grammar with comprehensive rules, examples and  
application tasks

 » Value-based activities to inculcate positive attitudes and moral values

 » Reading for Pleasure to develop reading habits and language skills

 » Comprehensive teacher’s resources with all books

 » ‘Meri Dharti Ke Geet’ sensitise learners on the need for environmental 
conservation

For both teachers and students                                   Only for teachers 

Chitra Varnan

Test Generator

e-book Animations

WorksheetsLearn More

Lesson PlansAbout the Author Lekhan Karya

Interactive 
Activity Meri Dharti ke GeetVideos

Chitra Katha

Rochak Kahaniyan Shabd Kosh

ISBN Course book Price

9789389018653 Praveshika  180.00 

9789389018660 Book 1  290.00 

9789389018677 Book 2  300.00 

9789389018684 Book 3  315.00 

9789389018691 Book 4  330.00 

9789389018707 Book 5  345.00 

9789389018714 Book 6  350.00 

9789389018721 Book 7  350.00 

9789389018738 Book 8  350.00 

ISBN Level Price

9789350374160 Book 3  240.00 

9789350374177 Book 4  255.00 

9789350374184 Book 5  275.00 

9789350374191 Book 6  295.00 

9789350374207 Book 7  335.00 

9789350374214 Book 8  340.00 

NEW
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Classes 1 to 8

Frank Computer Studies is an easy-to-follow, step-by-step method 
for effective learning. It conforms to the curriculum prescribed by 
the Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE). 
The series is based on Windows 7 and Microsoft Office 2013 with 
activities transcending various subjects.

 » I will learn about outlines key learning objectives

 » Computers lists the new terms learnt at the end of the chapter.

 » Keyboard-Shortcuts provides keyboard short-cuts for menu commands 
to save time.

 » Computer Manners explains good computing habits and practices  
to students.

 » Safe Online inculcates habits of being safe online and good netiquette.

 » Bits n Bytes introduces nuggets of interesting information about the 
topic in consideration.

 » Let’s Try! incorporates in-text exercises on a topic to reinforce the  
students’ understanding of the topic.

 » Exercises help assess the learning of students.

 » Cyber Hub develops analytical and critical thinking of students 
through application based exercises and transdisciplinary activities in 
real-life situations.

 » Let’s Do! hands-on lab activities encourage students to do practical 
activities using  concepts learnt and information gathered from their 
surroundings or online.

 » Teacher’s Corner gives some key guidelines to the teacher and tips for 
conducting the practical classes

 » Now I know summarises the key concepts covered in the chapter

 » Worksheets at regular intervals test students as a part of continuous 
assessment

 » Sample practice questions based on  National Cyber Olympiad

 » Teacher’s Manual includes guidelines and techniques to assist 
teachers in teaching effectively.

Frank Computer Studies

Sticker activities in classes 1 and 2 to make learning enjoyable

As per the new CISCE Curriculum
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ISBN Level Price

9789386811417 Book 1  200.00 

9789386811424 Book 2  230.00 

9789386811431 Book 3  260.00 

9789386811448 Book 4  300.00 

9789386811455 Book 5  320.00 

9789386811462 Book 6  350.00 

9789386811479 Book 7  360.00 

9789386811486 Book 8  385.00 
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Classes 1 to 8

Frank Computer Science is designed in an easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
method for effective learning.

The series introduces new language and application programs such as 
Scratch and GIMP. The text has been further simplified, reorganised and 
reshuffled to suit the level of learning across classes. A large number of 
new exercises and activities have been added.

 » Based on Windows 7 and MS Office 2010

 » Open source software Tux Paint, Scratch, Stykz and GIMP introduced at 
appropriate levels

 » Chapters on Android operating system, Flash, and Adobe Photoshop 
introduced

 » At a Glance at the beginning of chapter emphasises key learning objectives

 » A variety of interesting exercises and activities for comprehensive 
assessment of learning 

 » New Think and Answer section to help develop higher order thinking  
skills (HOTS)

 » New section on Lab Activities to facilitate learning by doing

 » Teacher’s Notes at the end of each chapter for quick tips to the teacher

 » A Computer Dictionary section with a glossary of important computer terms

 » Sample practice questions to prepare students for National  
Cyber Olympiad

 » Teacher’s Manual for each book include guidelines and techniques to assist 
teachers in teaching effectively.

Frank Computer Science

Sticker activities in classes 1 and 2 to make learning enjoyable
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Frank Art and Craft, aims to promote creative skills in students through 
interesting activities.

The series follows a participatory approach rather than an instructive 
approach.

Students are introduced to art through scribbling, drawing lines and 
figures and then progressing to higher forms of creativity.

 » Each book contains ample number of art and craft activities, closely aligned 
to the curriculum.

 » Craft activities include thumb printing, clay modelling, printing  and  
collage making.

 » Free-hand drawing, colouring, painting  activities using different media, such 
as crayons, pencils, and water colours are taught in a step-by-step manner.

Frank Art and Craft

ART AND CRAFT

27

ISBN Level Price

9789350378786 Book 1  200.00 

9789350378793 Book 2  230.00 

9789350378809 Book 3  260.00 

9789350378816 Book 4  290.00 

9789350378823 Book 5  315.00 

9789350378830 Book 6  340.00 

9789350378847 Book 7  350.00 

9789350378854 Book 8  370.00 

ISBN Level Price

9789350376010 Book 1  110.00 

9789350376027 Book 2  110.00 

9789350376034 Book 3  115.00 

9789350376041 Book 4  120.00 

9789350376058 Book 5  120.00 
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Classes 1 to 12

Joyful Living–Life Skills and Value Education is a series of  
eleven books 

The series has been designed to inculcate the importance of 
peaceful co-existence with all creations of nature

 » Suitable inputs, stories and role-plays to help students form right 
concepts and convictions

 » Attractive illustrations, inspiring quotes, thoughts, poems and songs 
help the students in personal reflection

Joyful Living

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
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Get Ready to Know More is a comprehensively graded series on 
General Knowledge for Classes 1-8. Based on the thematic approach 
the series focuses on general knowledge, general awareness, 
personality development, life skills and values for life.

 » Content: Each book is divided into various sections—Observation, 
Language and Literature, Living World, Sports and Entertainment, 
India, Famous People, Science and Technology

 » Know More:  A section that provides additional information on the 
target topic

 » Activity: Interesting tasks that encourage learning by doing

 » Buzzer Game: Quizzes for quick self-evaluation

 » Current Affairs:  A special section that provides up-to-date 
information on topics of national and international importance, 
science, technology and sports

 » Teacher’s Books: Separate teacher’s books with answers.

Get Ready to Know More

Web support available at 
http://gk.macmillaneducation.in/

ISBN Level Price

9789350376324 Book 1 125.00

9789350376331 Book 2  150.00 

9789350376348 Book 3  150.00 

9789350376355 Book 4  150.00 

9789350376362 Book 5  190.00 

9789350376379 Book 6  190.00 

ISBN Level Price

9789350376386 Book 7  190.00 

9789350376393 Book 8  190.00 

9789350376409 Book 9 160.00

9789350376416 Book 10 160.00

9789350376423 Book 11 & 12 165.00

ISBN Level Price

9789386811301 Book 1  200.00 

9789386811318 Book 2  205.00 

9789386811325 Book 3  210.00 

9789386811332 Book 4  220.00 

9789386811349 Book 5  225.00 

9789386811356 Book 6  225.00 

9789386811363 Book 7  240.00 

9789386811370 Book 8  255.00 
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Secondary/
Senior Secondary
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Classes 9 and 10

This series has been written in accordance with the new syllabus 
prescribed by the Council for ICSE Examinations, to be held in and 
after the year 2021.

It aims to help students acquire knowledge of various terms, 
concepts, processes, techniques and principles related  
to Mathematics.

 » Fast Forward: To prepare the students to do quick calculations

 » Exercise: To hone mathematical skills through practice

 » Assess Yourself: For assessment and feedback

 » Step Up: To sharpen logical skills

 » Be Alert: To help students avoid common mistakes

 » Sum Up: To give a quick reference point for concepts

 » Model Test Papers given at the end of the book consisting of questions 
from past year’s board examination

 » Enrichment: To deepen understanding of the concept under study

Frank Modern Certificate Mathematics

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Updated and revised as per new Syllabus

 » The books provide a thorough knowledge of MS-Office software

 » The books help to understand the fundamentals of computer 
programming in the Java language

Frank Computer Applications

Frank Computer Applications has been written in strict conformity 
with the latest syllabus prescribed by the CISCE

Classes 9 and 10

ISBN Level Price

9789387914490 Book 10 515.00

9789388296786 Book 9 515.00

ISBN Level Price

9789387914506 Book 10 440.00

9789388296762 Book 9 380.00
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The series is prepared according to the latest and complete syllabus 
prescribed by the council for the ICSE examination to be held in and 
after the year 2021.

Frank Secondary Science Practicals is written in strict conformity 
with the latest syllabus prescribed by the Central Board of Secondary 
Education (CBSE) and National Curriculum Framework.

The book has been specifically designed to lead students, to an 
intelligent understanding of the basic principles and concepts of 
science by stimulating his imagination, observation and faculty of 
reasoning by suitably illustrating and dramatising the concepts.

Classes 9 and 10

Classes 9 and 10

 » Illustrative examples, Important definitions and key concepts 
highlighted in-text.

 » Physics- Exhaustive solved numericals.
 » Exercises based on examination specifications.
 » Previous Years’ Questions and additional Practice Tests.
 » Model Test Papers based on past years’ examination papers.
 » Exhaustive exercises and examination oriented practice questions.

 » Separate introductions for Physics, Chemistry and Biology laboratories 
to make the students aware of instruments, chemicals, precautions to 
be observed, etc

 » Theory with each experiment to familiarise students with terms, 
principles and techniques involved in the experiment

 » Include activities to offer further practice of the procedure 
 » Ample viva voce questions with answers to fully equip students to face 

the examination
 » Practical skills in the form of multiple choice questions.

Frank Modern Certificate 
Physics/Chemistry/Biology

Frank Secondary Science Practicals  

Updated and revised as per new Syllabus

ISBN Course book Price

9789387914438 Physics  Class 10 420.00

9789387914377 Physics  Class 9 415.00

9789387914452 Chemistry  Class 10 415.00

9789387914391 Chemistry  Class 9 230.00

9789387914476 Biology  Class 10 370.00

9789387914414 Biology  Class 9 455.00

ISBN Course book Price

9789386811691 Book 9  315.00 

9789386811707 Book 10  335.00 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

32

SOCIAL SCIENCE

32

Classes 9 and 10

The series is written in conformity with CISCE for the examination to 
be held in and after the year 2021.

 » Includes a separate section on Sample Papers; Survey Maps; and a 
section on the details of Internal Assessment and Practical Work/
Project Work, which form an integral part of the final assessment  
in geography

 » Liberal use of 4-colour maps, diagrams, tables, sketches, plans, etc., to 
support the text and make the study of geography more interesting

Frank Modern Certificate Geography

Updated and revised as per new Syllabus

The series is revised according to the syllabus prescribed for History 
and Civics by the Council for the ICSE Examinations to be held in 
and after the year 2021.

 » Details on Internal Assessments, which form an integral part of the 
final assessment in History and Civics, are given as Appendix

Frank New ICSE History and Civics
Classes 9 and 10

Updated and revised as per new Syllabus

ISBN Course book Price

9789388296229 Reader Class 10 565.00

9789388826099 Reader Class 9 450.00

ISBN Workbook Price

9789388296236 Class 10 310.00

9789388826105 Class 9 260.00

ISBN Level Price

9789388296212 Book 10 440.00

9789388826112 Book 9 405.00
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ECONOMICS

This series has been thoroughly revised and streamlined as per the 
scope of the syllabus prescribed by the Council for the Indian School 
Certificate Examinations for ICSE examinations to be held in and 
after the year 2021.

Updated and revised as per new Syllabus

 » All the topics have been systematically dealt within the chapters

 » Latest information provided from Economic Survey, Census of India

 » Boxes are used to highlight points relating to descriptive analysis of  
a topic

 » Model Test Papers based on Examinations of ICSE are given at the end 
of the book to familiarise the students with the question paper pattern

Frank Certificate Economic Applications
Classes 9 and 10

This series is in conformity with the syllabus prescribed by the 
Council for ISC examinations to be held in and after the year 2021.

 » Latest information from Economic Survey, World Development Report 
and Human Development Report has been included

 » Definitions of key terms to understand the technical terminologies  
of economics

 » Graphs used to illustrate the basic proposition of economics

 » Model test papers based on examinations of ISC along with suggested 
answers, given at the end of the book, to familiarise students with the 
question paper pattern and expected answers

Frank ISC Economics

Updated and revised as per new Syllabus

Classes 11 and 12

ISBN Level Price

9789387914520 Book 10 450.00

9789388296779 Book 9 370.00

ISBN Level Price

9789387914537 Book 12 625.00

9789388296793 Book 11 595.00



FRANK ICSE PAPERS

ISBN TITLE 2019 PRICE

9789388826808 Frank ICSE Biology Papers 410.00

9789388826792 Frank ICSE Chemistry Papers 380.00

9789388826860 Frank ICSE Comp App Papers 450.00

9789388826822 Frank ICSE English Papers 400.00

9789388826853 Frank ICSE Geography Papers 465.00

ISBN TITLE 2019 PRICE

9789388826877 Frank ICSE Hindi Prashnmala 495.00

9789388826846 Frank ICSE History and Civics Papers 395.00

9789388826839 Frank ICSE English Lit Papers 385.00

9789388826785 Frank ICSE Physics Papers 380.00

9789388826815 Frank ICSE Maths Papers 495.00

(for the ICSE Examinations to be held in and after the year 2020)

Salient Features:

üü Completely revised as per the new syllabus and  
examination specifications

üü Comprehensive coverage of the syllabus

üü Fully solved Specimen Papers 

üü Large number of Solved and Unsolved Model  
Test Papers

üü Solved Model Test Papers based on past years’  
examination papers

üü Chapter-wise Key Concepts/Formulae for  
quick reference

üü Previous Years’ Questions and additional  
Practice Tests   

üü Expected questions and previous years’ 
questions fully solved

üü Practice tests

üü Internal assessment projects

üü Physics, History & Civics–Key concepts

üü Biology, Chemistry–Viva-voce questions 

üü Chemistry–List of common and chemical 
names  
of compounds

üü Mathematics–List of common errors to avoid
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ISBN TITLE 2019 PRICE

9789388826907 Frank ISC Biology Papers 360.00

9789388826891 Frank ISC Chemistry Papers 455.00

9789388826938 Frank ISC Economics Papers 355.00

9789388826884 Frank ISC Physics Papers 435.00

9789388826921 Frank ISC Maths Papers 365.00

9789388826914 Frank ISC English Papers 590.00

Salient Features:

 ü Completely revised as per the new syllabus 
and examination specifications

 ü Comprehensive coverage of the syllabus

 ü Fully solved Specimen Papers 

 ü Large number of Solved and Unsolved Model 
Test Papers

 ü Solved Model Test Papers based on past 
years’ examination papers

 ü Chapter-wise Key Concepts/Formulae for 
quick reference

 ü Previous Years’ Questions and additional 
Practice Tests

Physics–More formulae and solved questions 

Chemistry–Key concepts/formulae and practice 
tests for inorganic and organic chemistry

Mathematics–Chapter wise key concepts with 
solved examples and practice exercises

English Language–Additional specimen examples 
on composition and directed writing; new grammar 
exercises

FRANK ISC PAPERS
(for the ICSE Examinations to be held in and after the year 2020)
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For further information, please contact the nearest Macmillan Office

• NORTH INDIA

D-90, Sector-2, Noida-201301,  
       Uttar Pradesh 

Landline: (0120) 4000100

• EAST INDIA

Unit No. 302, L & T Chambers, 

3rd floor, 16 Camac Street,  
       Kolkata-700017

Landline: (033) 22834481/82/83/84

• WEST INDIA

404, Antariksh, Thakur House,  
       Makwana Road, Off. Marol 

Maroshi Road

Marol, Andheri (East), 

Mumbai-400059

Landline: (022) 42152803

• SOUTH INDIA

21, Patullos Road, Chennai-600002 

Tamil Nadu

Landline: (044) 30915100

Call us at : +91 8130588966
Write to us at : macmillanmarketing@macmillaneducation.com


